Refinements in the characterization of the heterogeneous dynamics of Li ions in lithium metasilicate.
We have performed the molecular dynamics simulations of ionically conducting lithium metasilicate, Li(2)SiO(3), to get a more in depth understanding of the heterogeneous ion dynamics by separating out the partial contributions from localized and diffusive ions to the mean square displacement (MSD) <r(2)(t)>, the non-Gaussian parameter alpha(2)(t), and the van Hove function G(s)(r,t). Several different cage sizes l(c) have been used for the definition of localized ions. Behaviors of fast ions are obtained by the subtraction of the localized component from the r(2)(t) of all ions, and accelerated dynamics is found in the resultant subensemble. The fractional power law of MSD is explained by the geometrical correlation between successive jumps. The waiting time distribution of jumps also plays a role in determining <r(2)(t)> but does not affect the exponent of its fractional power law time dependence. Partial non-Gaussian parameters are found to be instructive to learn how long length-scale motions contribute to various quantities. As a function of time, the partial non-Gaussian parameter for the localized ions exhibits a maximum at around t(x2), the onset time of the fractional power law regime of <r(2)(t)>. The position of the maximum is slightly dependent on the choice of l(c). The power law increases in the non-Gaussian parameter before the maximum are attributed to the Levy distribution of length scales of successive (long) jumps. The decreases with time, after the maximum has been reached, are due to large back correlation of motions of different length scales. The dynamics of fast ions with superlinear dependence in their MSD also start at time around the maximum. Also investigated are the changes of the characteristic times demarcating different regimes of <r(2)(t)> on increasing temperatures from the glassy state to the liquid state. Relation between the activation energies for short time and long time regimes of <r(2)(t)> is in accord with interpretation of ion dynamics by the coupling model.